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Overview
Prōpa is a free app that helps people find and share
houseplant cuttings, and make friends in the process!
Community members share pictures of their plant
collections, discover new species, and trade care tips
with other users.
Our mission is to increase affordability and availability
of interesting houseplants through person-to-person
trading. We achieve this through building in-person and
online communities around brick-and-mortar nurseries.
We see a future where people line up outside of
nurseries for the release of a new species, and we are
working with growers and retailers to get there.

Features
Nearby Cuttings
Prōpa features a map where
users can find nearby cuttings of
the species they want. This
provides a convenient way to
find new friends and strike up a
conversation to arrange a time
and place to trade plants.

Wishlist Alerts
Prōpa’s wishlist feature serves as
more than just a convenient way
to remember scientific names –
it also helps users find cuttings
of those houseplants. Whenever
another user has cuttings
available for a species,
everyone with that plant on their
wishlist will get a notification!

Plant Collection
Users love to show off their collections in Prōpa.
Browse through thousands of user-added plants to
discover new species and get tips on how to make
your plants grow more beautifully!

Plant Swaps
Plant swaps are becoming a popular social event,
but it helps to know ahead of time who is going and
what plants they are bringing. Within Prōpa, simply
create a group for the event and then attendees can
add the plants they are bringing. Users may even
start negotiating trades in the chat!

Who is Prōpa?
Prōpa is a community of people passionate about houseplants, though not all
of us are very experienced. We are an inviting community for people who may
have just received their first plant cutting through
the app, but also people who have hundreds of
plants in their collection!
Ultimately, Prōpa is a community of sharers.
Experienced users share their best tips with
newbies, and help convert casual plant people into
crazy plant people! Our userbase is largely
concentrated in the United States, and a majority
of our users are women.

How Does Prōpa Make Money?
Prōpa’s users are some of the most passionate
plant people there are. Prōpa is currently prerevenue but is working on connecting its
passionate userbase with existing retailers via
a shopping experience that seamlessly
transitions from content consumption to
checkout.

Meet the Founder
Pat May is the founder and CEO of Prōpa. He founded
Prōpa in August of 2020, a short three years after
becoming obsessed with the Pilea peperomioides, the
first houseplant he had to get his hands on. He is
driven by the joy of sharing and helping people find
plants that make them happy. Pat lives in Annapolis,
MD with his fiancée Cierra, and attended Johns
Hopkins University and The University of Alabama.

